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Cooper&Hunter Introduces Karolina Series Mini Split Air Conditioners at AHR Expo 2017
LAS VEGAS, Feb. 1, 2017 (AHR Expo Booth N12131) – Globally

recognized HVAC equipment
manufacturer Cooper and Hunter continues to strengthen its presence in the North American
market with the recent launch of the most advanced and beautiful Karolina Series. This
innovative cooling solution is known to deliver high energy efficiency and a luxury design
for a reasonable price.
Cooper&Hunter is delighted to announce that highly recommended Karolina Series of mini
split air conditioners are now available in the United States and Canada. One of the leading
brands of climate control equipment, Cooper&Hunter has been a familiar name in the
European HVAC market for many years. The company has recently set their sight on the
North American market, and the Karolina Series has been launched in this region as an
integral part of the company’s expansion plan.
The Karolina series from Cooper and Hunter boasts of an innovative mini split solution that
offers a high-end design and high energy efficiency for an extremely competitive price range.
The system comprises of wall mounted heat pumps that are embedded with activatedcarbon
and silver ion filters, intended to prevent bacteria propagation and ensure better performance.
Karolina models boost high performance - up to 27 SEER and EnergyStar certification.
Advanced features such as WiFi operation make the Karolina series special and easy to use
even you are away from home.
Some other noteworthy features of the Karolina series are
• Waterfall Heating Airflow
• Gold Fin Condenser
• I-Feel Function
• Intelligent Defrost & Pre-heating
• LED Display
• Memory Function
• Fan Delay Function
• Energy Saving Function
Announcing the launch of Karolina mini split air conditioners in the United States and
Canada, the CEO of Comfortside LLCMarat Terchiev said,“ We are excited to introduce our
Karolina series air conditioners to the North American market. Several key features of the
Karolina series are tailor-made to the climatic conditions of the continent and local
consumers’ insights. Check them out if you are looking to buy an effective and high quality
air conditioner suitable for any season, without breaking your bank.”

About Cooper&Hunter:For more than 20 years, Cooper&Hunter have offered a full range of air
conditioning products to HVAC distributors in more than 30 countries. During last 10 years
COOPER&HUNTER equipment has become very popular all over the world. The number of products yielded
under the brand C&H (COOPER&HUNTER) is measured in millions of items now and the C&H itself has
become a mark of quality and reliability of HVAC equipment. The company’s goal has always been to give the
customers the best quality air conditioners for an affordable price.Headquartered in Miami, Florida,
Comfortside LLC is an exclusive master dealer of Cooper&Hunter in USA and Canada.
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